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The current practice in several
organisations is to continue to build
upon existing security architecture
designed for specific battles in the
past to address new security threats
as they arise. This model usually
leads to problems, as it is very
costly and likely to lead to a lot of
wastage.
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Once the base is weak, the building
faces a high risk of collapse. With
the advent of the cashless society,
companies can lose a significant
part of their shareholders value at
the click of a button.
According to a recent review of the
cashless system in Nigeria, it was
reported that Point of Sale (POS)
deployment increased drastically
from about 5 000 in 2012 to
153 167 as at April 2014.
Transactions valued at ₦24billion
were recorded in April 2014,
compared to ₦99million in January
2012. If we have these numbers
just from POS terminals, then it is
only left to the imagination the
amount of funds traversing other
electronic channels – but more
disturbing is the risks posed by
threats to these transactional
media.
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How to develop and
implement a security
architecture?
In tackling these new security
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challenges, organisations need to
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complexity of systems in place; this

Management activities should
include planning, implementation,
execution and monitoring of security
initiatives in alignment with the
direction set by the board. For
example, if an organisation like an
online retail store, has the business
objective of becoming Nigeria’s
biggest online retail shop, the
organisation’s security practices
have to align with that vision. We will
expect to see policies that talk about

in itself is a potential security issue.
Some have built a “high wall” around
some critical systems; however,
these critical systems have a trust
relationship with some other systems
that are not so critical. Hackers
simply exploit the non-critical system
and ride on the trust relationship in
compromising the critical system,
thereby bypassing all the seemingly
stringent preventive security
measures earlier put in place.

risk associated with online
transactions, and then security
measures/controls will be put in
place to address identified risks.
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After identification of the assets that
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mean that security cannot be better.
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Most times security systems fail

the organisation to fix.

an effective security architecture.
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Other steps required in developing

implemented. Security testing should

and implementing a proper security

be in place to ensure that the

architecture, which will not be
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expanded upon in this article, include

intended and that they yield

steps such as formulation of

adequate returns on investment.
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There is an adage that says: a nose

security architecture designs,

cannot smell its own odour. What this

development of policies and

simply means is that it may not be

procedures, and the implementation

possible for you to properly and

of the target security architecture

objectively assess your security
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state. Organisations need to engage

practices to maintain secure status.
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In conclusion, security is not a
football match that can be won at the
last minute. Organisations need to
properly plan their security
implementations for full
effectiveness. It is time we rethink
our security measures by developing
and implementing a robust security
architecture that is best suited to
tackle current security challenges,
especially as we continue to
embrace a cashless society.
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